The Civil Rights movement was underway, with Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. calling for children to stop being just a burden on a nation, where they will not be judged by the color of their skin but by the content of their character.

As Rosa Parks fought for the rights of African Americans to sit in the front of the bus, disability rights activists are fighting just to get on the bus.

Influenced by the human rights struggles of the 1950s and 1960s, people with disabilities begin to fight for their rights.

"I remember meeting with Leonard Pelletier before he was arrested. I met with Stokely Carmichael, and others in the Black Power movement. When I told them that we were all fighting the same civil rights battle, they didn't believe me; they didn't understand our similarities. I did. Even now, many people don't realize it."

-- Ed Roberts, 1992

**CIVIL RIGHTS**

1947 Parents discuss forming a national advocacy organization during an AAMD conference in St. Paul, MN.


The United Cerebral Palsy Association is founded.

1949 The National Association for Retarded Children is formed.

1950 The Muscular Dystrophy Association is founded.


1954 Ed Roberts enrolls at the University of California, Berkeley.

1955 Robert F. Kennedy attacks the Rome and Willowbrook State Schools in New York for appalling conditions.

Civil Rights marches in Selma, Alabama.

The Voting Rights Bill becomes law, nullifying local laws and practices that prevent minorities from voting.

Malcolm X is assassinated on February 21.

1956 Brown vs. Board of Education of Topeka, Kansas court ruling that "separate but equal" segregated schools violate the 14th amendment to the Constitution.

1957 Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) is founded to coordinate localized southern efforts to fight for civil rights.

I am convinced that we are making the most profound social change that our society has ever known." - Ed Roberts, 1990

**SOCIETAL VALUES:** Greater acceptance of difference; freedom and equality for all people

As civil rights activists were asserting their status as equal citizens, self-advocates were beginning to fight for recognition as people first, with their disability considered second.

Inspiried by the many human and civil rights movements of the 1960s and 1970s, activists in the Disability Rights movement have taken control of disability issues, demanding freedom, equality, and justice for all citizens.

"We're chained to the world and we all gotta pull."

- Tom Waits
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80% of people will experience disability at some time in their lives.
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